Size of page tile depends on page size, meaning etc.

\[
\text{Page size} = \frac{\text{1 MB}}{1.48} = \frac{1\text{ MB}}{\text{log}_{2} \text{mm/sec}}
\]

Offset = 106.25
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Handwritten: 

Parallel search in $\text{Language}$
Add new entries.
Delete old entries.

Yes or no? Do you need help?
Assume cancer is takes no time

\[ t_{\text{inc}} = \left( \text{mean - age of incidence} \right) \times (1 - h) \times \left( \text{mean - age of incidence} \right) \times \frac{1}{2} \]

\[ t_{\text{inc}} = \left( \text{mean - age of incidence} \right) \times \left( \text{mean - age of incidence} \right) \times \frac{1}{2} \]

Access speed of meaning

Out reach = \( \text{%} \)
Lack of understanding

- Graham
- Explaining
- Presentation
- Printed material

- Check size of icons
- Print sheet
make the page table larger at runtime
1. Ashley, friendly presence (person)
2. Peer sharing
3. No dramatic social presence
"part of the segment" → set of parts → set of segments → phrase → part of segment

-> parting + segmentalization
VAT-imony scrutiny
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